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The dissertation discusses material facts and formal facts of application of law 
for foreign testate succession, including study on practice on capacity of will, form of 
will, validity of will, construction of will and revocation of will in the world, and the 
dissertation analyses status of foreign testate application of law according to the 
legislation around the world, the dissertation especially studies the regulations of 
article 72, 73&74 of Part 9 Method of application of law concerning foreign interests 
in draft of Civil Code in China, and comments on its advantages and disadvantages, 
and proposes some suggestions on how to amend the legislation of application of law 
for foreign testate succession in draft of Civil Code in China. In addition to 
introduction and conclusion, this dissertation is divided into three chapters: 
Chapter 1, briefly introduces the meaning and features of testate succession, the 
reasons of conflict of laws for testate succession, and the ways to solving the conflict 
of laws for testate succession. The author points out the advantages and disadvantages 
of the substantive way and conflict way, many of a country absolutely adopts the 
conflict way to solve the conflict law of testate succession. 
Chapter 2, compares with the provision of capacity of will, form of will, validity 
of will, construction of will and revocation of will in the world, discussing the two 
trends of legislating of the practice of application of laws for testate succession: the 
formal facts of a will tends to make a will be valid, and the material facts of a will 
tends to adopt unitary system. And some countries adopt the closest connection rule 
and the autonomy of will rule to solve the conflict law for testate succession. 
Chapter 3, emphasizes of the foundation of application of law for testate 
succession of China, through analyzing the scarcity and necessity of the provisions of 
China, commenting on the advantages and disadvantages of regulations of capacity of 
will, form of will and validity of will of Part 9 Method of application of law 
concerning foreign interests in draft of Civil Code in China, then the author proposes 
some suggestions on how to amend the legislation of application of law for foreign 
testate succession in draft of Civil Code in China. 
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